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NEIL D’MONTE LAUNCHES CLOTHING LINE 
 
Hellbilly Clothing Line Begins Pre-Orders Begin May 1st 
 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Neil D’Monte, storyboard artist, director, producer, and 
creator of the comic book Clan of the Vein will be launching his new clothing line at Pasadena’s 
Monster Palooza on June 3, 2022 and at NAMM in Anaheim on the same date. HELLBILLY 
clothing will begin preorders for THE FALLEN hoodie on May 1st. 
 
THE FALLEN hoodie with an exclusive “bat-wing” design was 
designed by Neil D’Monte and is a direct contrast to the popular 
“angel-wing” design. It will be the first item available from the 
HELLBILLY line. Custom hoodies will also be available and 
designed by Mateo Massoud (Customs by Mateo) for a more 
couture look. Ghost Circus Apparel’s founder Eli James is helping 
with custom work on the couture elements as well. A sought-after 
storyboard artist, this will be Neil D’Monte’s first foray into 
clothing design. 
 
 “I started this because friends kept asking me to do artwork for 
their band logos and tattoos. I thought it would be fun and a great 
way of expression to design clothing for people who did not 
necessarily want huge, body-covering tattoos yet want the empowering feel that tattoo art gives 
them.” 
 
In future months, HELLBILLY clothing will also feature swimwear for men and women, 
joggers, and leggings. Be on the lookout for some members of such big bands as Ministry, The 
Cult, Metallica and Porno for Pyros/Jane’s Addiction to be rocking HELLBILLY hoodies! 
 
Neil D’Monte is a storyboard artist and has been involved in such blockbuster movies as Star 
Wars Episode 1: The Phantom Menace, Jurassic World, Batman V Superman: Dawn of 
Justice, Rambo: Last Blood, Palm Springs, and Unbreakable Boy. He is also Producer and 
Head of Development with Robots of Awesome on the Sony Lot.  
 
For interview with Neil D’Monte contact: kelli@imagineprgroup.com 
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